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What is SuM4All?
- Global multi-stakeholder partnership of 55 leading transport organizations and agencies
- Acting collectively to promote a vision of sustainable mobility **alongside 4 goals** in accordance with the SDGs

What is the GRA?
- First-ever attempt to look **across the 4 goals** and **identify policy measures** that are most appropriate for countries **relative to their « mobility performance »**
- Tool for Parties to the Paris Agreement to help them crafting and implementing **more ambitious NDCs** with regards to sustainable transport
- **Work in progress** to be shared, challenged and enriched through a consultation process

What’s next?
- Starting December 2018, a large **consultation process** will start to enrich the **GRA draft** with inputs from all interested parties
- **Private sector consultation wanted!** Participate on dedicated platform [https://goo.gl/forms/iAMrqQpFqMO8pMUg2](https://goo.gl/forms/iAMrqQpFqMO8pMUg2)